NEVADA
PROFICIENCY EVENTS PROGRAM
FCCLA KNOWLEDGE BOWL
Knowledge Bowl, a team event (1-4 participants
per team), showcases the student’s knowledge of
general FCCLA topics – including history, facts,
current information, acronyms, purposes,
national programs, etc.
Note: Only top three (3) teams will be awarded
medals – Gold (1st), Silver (2nd), and Bronze (3rd).
Note: This is not the same as the National
FCCLA Knowledge Bowl event – please follow
the Nevada guidelines only.
EVENT DIVISIONS
Junior: through grade 9
Senior: grades 10-12
Occupational: grades 10-12
ELIGIBILITY
1. Participation is open to any Nevada state
affiliated FCCLA chapter member.

will sit in the audience, leaving the team with
fewer participants. The moderator will then
move to the next team and ask the first
participant the same question.
5. Repeat Steps #3 or #4 for correct/incorrect
answers.
6. The final remaining participant will designate
the winning team. The second to last will be
designated as the second-place team and so
on.
7. Each question will have a time limit of 30
seconds once the moderator has finished
reading the question. Unanswered questions
will be counted as incorrect and the
participant will be removed.
8. Total event time is one hour (60) minutes.

PROCEDURES & TIME REQUIREMENTS
1. Each team will line up in a single file row.
All teams will be lined up side-by-side.
2. The first participant (front of team’s row) will
be asked a FCCLA Knowledge question.
The participant will be given 30 seconds to
answer the question. Only that participant is
allowed to answer the question – they are not
to receive any help from their team or the
audience.
3. If answered correctly, that participant will
remain in contention and move to the back of
the team’s row. The moderator will then ask
a new question to the next team – participant
1. Follow the procedures noted in Steps #3
or #4 for correct/incorrect answers.

GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Spectators may observe this event.
2. Participants must be dressed appropriately
and professionally.
3. No electronic devices may be used. The use
of such will result in immediate
disqualification of the team.
4. No answers may be given from the audience.
Any team that receives help from the
audience (or removed team members) will
result in immediate disqualification for the
team.

4. If answered incorrectly, that team member
will be removed from the competition and
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NEVADA PEP EVENT
FCCLA KNOWLEDGE BOWL
Specifications
Facilitator: Please fill out the attached scoring sheet prior to the start of the FCCLA Knowledge
Bowl. You will also use this scoring sheet to keep a tally of correctly answered questions per
team. Please submit the attached scoring sheet to Conference HQ indicating which team won
1st, 2nd and 3rd place in the FCCLA Knowledge Bowl.
Instructions:
1. No electronic devices are allowed. Any team caught using an electronic device will be
eliminated. No exceptions. Turn cell phones off!
2. Each question will be read aloud. The first person in each team’s column/line will have

30 seconds to think and announce their answer. Only that team is allowed to answer the
question. However, they cannot answer until the question is finished being read.
3. If a question is answered incorrectly, the next team’s first person in line has an

opportunity to answer the same question.
4. When a team answers that question correctly, they will remain in the competition and will

proceed to the back of his or her team’s column. All participants who answered that
question incorrectly will be asked to take a seat and those teams will have fewer
participants.
5. Teams may not confer amongst each other or provide assistance to the student giving the

answer.
6. The last team standing will win the FCCLA Knowledge Bowl.
4. Each question will have a time limit of 30 seconds once the moderator has finished

reading the question. Unanswered questions will not be counted against anyone.
7. Awards will be given for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place teams in the Awards Session at the

conclusion of the State Leadership Conference.
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NEVADA PEP EVENT
FCCLA KNOWLEDGE BOWL
Specifications
Scoring Sheet
Team #

Chapter Name
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